O.M.A.S. STAMPI S.r.l.

Die design and construction manufacturing metal parts

WHO WE ARE

O.M.A.S. STAMPI srl is an Italian certified ISO 9001/OHSAS 18001 company started in 1973, at the beginning as a tooling department, to design and manufacture dies for the production of small metallic parts and then also with a press-cutting department. It is an established industrial reality, very professional, occupying 40 people. Quality control is a key aspect of high level press-cutting department. O.M.A.S. STAMPI is equipped with an optical measuring machine (OGP), with software for data acquisition and analysis.

CONTACTS
Tel +39 039832264
omasstampi@omasstampi.it

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Engineering and die construction
The design department particularly skilled and flexible, design progressive-stage, block, transfer, bending and drawing dies, using software 2D and/or 3D and links Cad/Cam with machines for the manufacture of single parts. The tooling department has all the technologies and the skills needed to manufacture all the parts of a die, being able to perform the most of the needed mechanical machining.

Small metal part production
O.M.A.S. STAMPI manufactures many kinds of metal parts (using steel, stainless steel, iron, copper, aluminium, brass and special alloys such as Monel 400 and Inconel 718) for different kinds of markets such as automotive, oil & gas, communications and household appliances.

www.omasstampi.it